
STEEPLE ANALYSIS OF UK SUPERMARKET

The UK supermarket industry is the fastest growing sector of the UK economy that has made a great contribution to its
economic development.

For example, for many years up to In Tesco has been recognised a leading UK food retailer Tesco had a very
strong position within the retailing industry. These policies given in the bill need to be abided by and changes
within the bill directly affect supermarkets. Another way of improving CSR is through selling Fairtrade
products. It is the second largest retailer after Wal-Mart in terms of profits made and also holds the title for the
second largest retailer considering revenues. Inflation in the grocery market rose to 2. The encompassing of
these innovations to satisfy social trends aims to improve profitability and efficiency of the supermarkets.
Justification: However, a financial analysis has been regarded as a useful tool to facilitate an understanding of
absolute values, and performance may be seen in context , - but only in comparison to previous years. Risk
and value trade-offs are made explicit, leading to concrete proposals to add value and reduce risk. In other
words, Tesco pursues a strategy of cost leadership or differentiation either in a specific market or with specific
products. Rather than just buying products they only need. Therefore, it does not seem to be feasible to
analyse all of them individually. Higher wages result in a better standard of living for those being paid them,
and thus allow workers to afford better food, healthcare and exercise means, benefitting society Card and
Krueger,  Political factors: Anti-trust issues The revenue and profitability of any retail store are affected by
government policies. The danger some organisation face is that they try to do all three and become what is
known as stuck in the middle. This affects the retail industry, particularly big names like Wal-Mart and
Amazon , who provide products online. All retail stores need to meet the environmental requirements for
consumer and employee safety. But now some stores like Walmart are looking to use blockchain technology.
It had fostered powerful identities by making their retiling concept into a virus and spending it out into the
culture via a variety of channels: cultural sponsorship, political controversy, consumer experience and brand
extensions. This can lead to issues with the supply chain which in turn would influence pricing in the
supermarkets, making these foods more expensive for consumers. Elsewhere the focus is usually on
hypermarkets.


